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Balanced Assessment in Mathematics: 

 Professional Development Series 
Mathematics Assessment Resource Service, Michigan State University 

 

Summary  

This tool is designed to support leaders to broaden and deepen teachers’ understanding of 

the role of assessment in supporting improved teaching and learning and to broaden 

conceptions of the role that teacher leaders might play in supporting colleagues as they work 

together to implement standards-based reform. 

 

Purpose 

To provide a component of professional development that will enhance teachers’ capacity to 

use assessment to monitor student learning and adjust their own teaching. 

 

Tool Description 

This tool is a collection of Leader Guides that fully support 8 or more 3-hour workshop 

sessions.  The Guides feature rich mathematical tasks, student work, and classroom video 

recordings.  The series is designed around three themes: Understanding Student 

Understanding; Using Assessment to Support Teaching and Learning; and Scoring What We 

Value.  It builds on a practice of professional development that focuses on teacher learning 

and shifts the curriculum and discourse of professional development away from simply giving 

teachers things to do in their classroom toward providing support for more reflective 

approaches to assessment and instruction.  The curriculum is designed to enhance teachers’ 

capacity to use assessment to monitor student learning and adjust their own teaching. 

 

Tool Materials 

This tool is composed of the following materials: 

1. Introduction to the Series.  An overview of all the sessions, and rationale for the 

design and organization of the series.  

2. Concept Map Activity.  An introductory, “ice-breaker” activity focused on 

participants getting to know each other through work on assessment 

3. Understanding Student Understanding: session protocol.  Describes the general 

routine used with this type of session.  The Protocol includes blackline masters of 

discussion questions used for all Understanding Student Understanding sessions, 

regardless of the task.  The Protocol allows for customization so that any performance 

task and locally collected student work can be used.  Specifically, this type of session 

has teachers: 

• grapple with the core elements of mathematical performance in the task; 

• experience and come to appreciate the variety of ways in which one can reason 

about and approach the task; 

• carefully analyze students’ responses for evidence of what they understand and 

where they are struggling; and 

• consider what the teacher might do next to help students where they need 

more work. 

4. Understanding Student Understanding: collection of task-specific leader 

notes.  Each contains a blank copy of the task, carefully selected student work on the 
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task, and detailed commentary.  The following is a brief description of the task 

collection. 

Algebra 

• Addworm-patterns and functions in geometric context; using simple functions 

to answer questions, complete a chart, and reverse rules; several variants 

suitable for grades 1-5. 

• Arranging Desks–patterns and functions in a geometric context; finding and 

extending a pattern and solving a problem; representing data; suitable for 

elementary grades. 

• Banquet Tables–patterns and functions in a geometric context; finding and 

extending a pattern and solving a problem; suitable for middle grades. 

• Bead Bracelets–number and patterns; extending and creating patterns; 

suitable for use in lower elementary grades. 

• Fractions of a Square-number; use spatial and numerical reasoning about 

fractions as parts of a whole; includes transcript of group of students working 

together on the task; suitable for grades 4-6. 

• Supermarket Carts–structural analysis; formulating an approach and solving a 

problem; suitable for high school.  

• Toothpicks– patterns and functions in a geometric context; formulate 

relationships through generalizing patterns; suitable for middle grades. 

Data Analysis and Probability 

• Beach Day–handling data; interpret a chart and justify recommendation; 

suitable for lower elementary grades. 

• Field Trip–handling data and number; combine survey data given in three 

forms; graph and interpret data; compute the cost per student; report 

recommendations; suitable for elementary to early middle grades. 

Geometry and Measurement 

• Grass for Goats–geometry; area properties of circles; comparisons; suitable 

for middle grades. 

• Identifying Triangles–geometry; identifying triangles and non-triangles; 

suitable for use with lower elementary grades. 

• Old Ruins–geometry; use symmetry to complete designs; use properties of 

shapes to describe designs; suitable for elementary grades. 

Number and Operations 

• Buying Art Supplies–number and quantity; interpret and use a pictograph to 

apportion resources; use unit costs to calculate totals; suitable for use with 

upper elementary grades. 

• Consecutive Addends–patterns and generalizations in a number context; 

suitable for use with middle grades to high school. 

• Fruit Stand–number; transform number sentences to word sentences; 

suitable for use with lower elementary grades. 

• Share the Fare-proportional reasoning; suitable for middle grades. 

5. Using Assessment to Support Teaching and Learning: collection of leader 

notes.  The aim of this kind of session is to provide examples of teachers using high-

quality assessment tasks to support student learning: 

• Magic Age Rings is a video case of a third grade teacher using a task for 

informal assessment and then following up with a whole class discussion about 
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how students reasoned about the situation.  The case includes interviews with 

the teacher before the class (to provide some context for viewing the video) 

and after the class (about what surprised her and where she thinks her 

students need more work). 

• T-shirt Design  is built around a 7th grade teacher’s use of a task in which 

students get peer feedback on their initial response to a task.  They then use 

that feedback to revise their response. 

• Camp Placement is a video case of a middle grades teacher using a task for 

informal assessment.  The case highlights the launch, a pair of students 

working together on the task, and the whole class discussion that followed. 

• Designing a Tent is an open-ended formulation task that involves using 

estimates of the size of a typical adult to design a tent. 

• Test Prep Tool is designed to support teachers who want to prepare students 

for high stakes assessment on typical multiple choice tasks in ways that are 

educative, that reveal misconceptions and faulty reasoning, and that promote 

further learning.  This strategy goes beyond just giving students new tasks.  A 

key to turning test prep into learning is to engage students in conversations 

about how they reasoned about an item, and to consider what kind of 

reasoning would lead to the selection of the right and of the wrong answers.  

This kind of discussion can help students to come to understand their own 

misconceptions, mistakes, and faulty reasoning, and thus foster new learning. 

6. Scoring What We Value Collection of Leader Notes.  It is in scoring that we make 

explicit what we value in mathematical performance.  Over three sessions at the end 

of the series, teachers consider different methods of scoring student work and the 

purposes that distinct kinds of rubrics might serve.  Together, the activities are 

designed to help teachers consider how, when, and to what ends various scoring 

rubrics might be used: 

• Developing a Task Specific Holistic Rubric gives teachers a different kind of 

experience in the role of analyzing, interpreting, and scoring student responses 

to performance assessment tasks.  The outcome of the process is a set of 

qualitative descriptions characterizing four levels of student performance on a 

specific task.   Teachers find the process of sorting student work that precedes 

developing the rubrics a useful way of looking at student work in their own 

classrooms, even if not applying holistic rubrics.  What they learn by examining 

papers in the sorting process can guide them in thinking about where to go next 

in instruction. 

• Using Rubrics to Give Feedback: Scoring What We Value raises issues 

about the kinds of feedback teachers give to students and to consider the role 

that rubrics can play in this regard. They consider the nature of the feedback 

and what students might do with it.  Then, they examine and apply several 

different rubrics–holistic, holistic-by-category, and point–to each student 

response.  The discussion turns to the various kinds of rubrics, what purposes 

different types of rubrics might serve, and how different rubrics reflect what is 

valued in a response. 

• Using General Rubrics to Guide Student Responses has teachers develop 

a generic rubric intended to provide guidance to students about writing 

thoughtful, strong, complete and clear responses to any constructed-response 

task.  The work begins by examining examples of generic rubrics, looking for 

similarities and differences in what is valued in performance and what is 

communicated to students.  Teachers, in small grade-level groups, develop 
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their own generic rubric for use in their own classrooms.  There is no interest 

here in reaching any level of consensus on a generic rubric.  Rather, through 

discussion, each teacher creates a tool whose purpose is to help her/his own 

students work toward writing responses that provide evidence of what they 

know and what they can do. 
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Exemplar 

Below is an example of one task from the collection, T-shirt Design, with student work and a 

description of how it can be used across all three themes. 

 

 

 

 

Understanding Student Understanding 

Teachers write their own directions to the T-shirt Design task, share them with others as the 

facilitator focuses the conversation on the variety of systems teachers have for specifying the 

directions.  The following discussion question are taken up: 

• What are the “core elements of performance”? 

• What does the task have the potential to reveal about students’ understanding of 

content, problem solving and reasoning, and communication? 

• Why would a teacher use a task like this? 

• Where would this task appropriately fit in your curriculum? 

 

Then teachers examine samples of student’s directions that are provided in the materials, 

using the following questions to guide their analysis: 

• What does the student seem to understand and what is the evidence? 

• What does the student seem to be struggling with?  What does she seem to be 

confused about?  Where does he show partial knowledge?  What is the evidence? 

• What logic might lead a student to respond incorrectly? 
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Sasha’s work 
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Using Assessment to Support Teaching and Learning 

One of the Leader Notes describes a way in which a teacher used T-shirt Design in her middle 

grades class.  She gave students in one class the task of writing a set of directions.  She then 

gave the written directions to a second class of students who had not seen the design.  She 

instructed them to make a design by following carefully the set of written directions.  The 

next day she returned the directions and the drawing made from them to the student who 

had written the directions.  They were instructed to revise their directions based on the 

drawing.  Then she gave the revised directions to a third class unfamiliar with the design and 

instructed them to make the design.  Finally she returned the second set of drawings to the 

direction writer.  Below is the set of work that resulted from Aaron’s efforts and a set of 

questions to guide the discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• How do you see assessment and learning both taking place? 

• In what ways might you have students use peer feedback on responses to other types 

of performance tasks? 

• How and what might students learn in the process? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aaron’s original narrative, and a student’s attempt to follow the directions 
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Aaron’s revised narrative, and a different student’s attempt to follow the revised directions 
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Scoring What We Value 

Sasha’s work can also be used to apply various rubrics to get a sense of what different 

rubrics communicate about what is valued in performance. 
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The following issues emerge in applying the various rubrics: 

•  When using a holistic rubric, how do I decide how much weight to give to the several 

aspects of performance that are included in a single level? 

• What might the holistic-by-category rubric suggest to students about what is valued in 

mathematical performance? 

• How might the use of rubrics provide useful feedback to students and what might I 

expect them to do with this feedback? 

 

Using the Tool 

This tool assumes the leader has some experience with facilitating professional development 

for teachers of mathematics, as well as some experience with standards-based assessment.  

 

Evaluative evidence:  These materials have received high marks from leaders who find 

them user-friendly and flexible in their use, allowing adaptation and customization to respond 

to local circumstances. 

What leaders have said about Balanced Assessment in Mathematics professional development 

materials: 

“As is your custom–The highest quality.” 

“I learned so much about assessment and will take this knowledge home to use in my 

classroom and share with the teachers in my district.  Thank you for all the beautiful 

overheads.” 

“Exceptional materials.  This will be a valuable part of my professional toolkit.” 

 

Strengths  

These materials can be used to help teachers prepare their students for performance 

assessment tasks and assess the quality of student work, since the tasks focus on the much 

wider range of types of types of tasks, and thus of performance that new standards require.  

The series can also be used as a powerful stimulus for broader development of capacity to 

carry out reform.  And the series can be a site for helping teachers deepen and broaden their 

own mathematical knowledge. 

 

Availability 

These materials were developed by the Balanced Assessment for the Mathematics Curriculum 

Project and its successor, the Mathematics Assessment Resource Service (MARS), through a 

grant from the National Science Foundation.  A CD with a complete set of all the materials 

described above is available at no cost from  

 

MARS

230 Erickson Hall 

Michigan State University 

East Lansing, MI 48824 

517-432-0815 

 




